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Challenges
The fundamental problem is that we are using tools built to 
promote anonymity and publicness for research that often times 
require:

1. We know who people are  
2. We ensure privacy and confidentiality

In addition, we often times do not have control over the online 
platform—the tool—we are using 
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Traditional Recruitment
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Example Facebook Ads
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Internet Recruitment—Social Media Example
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Traditional vs Online Recruitment
Traditional

Relatively untargeted
Limited reach

Straight forward transaction 
between researcher and 
participant

Online

Substantial targeting
Unlimited reach
Opaque transaction between 
multiple parties

Directional transmission 
of information

Familiarity with process

Simple and confidential        
or anonymous

Circular transmission of 
information
Difficult to discern interests, 
ethical guidelines, and 
participating parties
Complex with potential for 
unintended disclosures
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Online Recruitment
Research begins with the initial approach of an 

investigator to the potential participant.

We are responsible for protecting the privacy and 
confidentiality of participants (and their 

information) during recruitment.
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Federal Regulations: 45 CFR 46.116(a)(1)(5) 

w Informed consent must include statement 
describing how the confidentiality of identifying 
information will be maintained
• What is the equivalent to a “locked file cabinet in a 

locked room” with digital data?
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Read and Understand the Terms of Service
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MRP: Privacy Protections for Online Recruiting
w Use university server and software vs 3rd party companies 

(Survey Monkey, Qualtrics, etc)
w Online screen should exclude personal information

• Consider asking personal questions over the phone or via a secured 
form of communication

w Consider asking participants to set up new/separate social 
media account for research purposes

w Examine your data security plan during transmission and 
storage
• Seek help from your institutions data security team
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MRP: Data Validity

w Who are you?
w Are you old enough to provide consent?
w Do you understand what you are 

consenting to?
w Have you already participated in the 

study? 
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MRP: Data Validity

w Identity and age verification through 
cross-checking with other information 

w Consent quiz to address 
comprehension and competency

w Data validation techniques to address 
“data duplication & fraud”
• Duplicate IP addresses
• Duplicate e-payment receipts 
• Short completion times

w Ad language & eligibility criteria
• Did you tell the participant what the eligibility criteria is via language in the ad? 
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MRP: Data Security
w Data collection should be through a 

secured Internet site
• Consider using a tool that sits on your 

institution’s servers
w Storage and transfer of electronic data 

must use current standards of 
encryption, password protection, and be 
stored behind a secure firewall.

w Regularly review sites’ privacy and confidentiality policies for 
advertiser, social networking sites, and third-party “apps”.

w The “Contact Us” and/or “Sign Up” should not be located on social 
networking sites. 
• Sign up should be on pages protected by the University that is secure. 
• Landing pages should have script written to not allow other sites to track users.
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Additional MRP Findings
w PIs’ views of their relationship with the IRB

• Collaborative, close and supportive
• Distant, contentious, and/or antagonistic 

w PIs’ views towards human subjects
• Balancing act between protecting participant privacy and obtaining 

valid data
• In order to validate a person’s identity, do we obtain private and 

personal information (e.g., SS#, address, screen names)?
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Federal Regulations: 45 CFR 46.116(a)(2)
(2) Reasonably foreseeable risks or discomforts

o Risk of breach of confidentiality always present in 
online research
o Changes in the Terms of Service of the online 

platform
o Conflicts between research protocol and Terms of 

Service
o Certain data may not be sensitive by itself but 

becomes sensitive as the researcher combines it with 
other data (domain address + cell phone location; 
Facebook public profile data + list of apps on 
participant cell phone) 

à does this present reasonably foreseeable risks?


